






















Grover’s algorithm is customarily written >>= 0|)(0|)( )2(0)2( 2/2/ WWSWSWGS NN OkOk ,
where W is a Walsh-Hadamard transform and Sj negates the jth component of the state.
Taking HG and HSk to be the Hermetian infinitesimal generators of the unitary operators
G and Sk, then >
− 0|)2()( 2/ We NkSG OHHi  has the same effect as the original plus a
physically irrelevant phase change.  The new formulation lets us apply Farhi et al.’s
adiabatic algorithm for solving NP complete problems; numerical simulations with Hp =
(HG - HSk) show the distinct absence of an exponentially decreasing gap.
Farhi, Goldstone, Gutmann, and Sipser [1] (FGGS) recently published an algorithm for solving NP-
complete problems via adiabatic evolution.  They proposed beginning in a known, easy-to-construct ground
state of a “beginning Hermetian” Hb, and then evolving adiabatically into the ground state of some
“problem Hermetian” Hp that for each assignment of bits returned an energy proportional to the number of
clauses left unsatisfied.  The ground state of Hp, of course, encodes the assignment that satisfies the most
clauses.  Unfortunately, they were unable to show that the time required to evolve the system adiabatically
did not scale exponentially with the number of bits.
We propose replacing FGGS’s Hp with an alternate form of Grover’s algorithm.  Grover’s algorithm [2] is
customarily written >>= 0|)(0|)( )2(0)2( 2/2/ WWSWSWGS NN OkOk , where W is a Walsh-Hadamard
transform and Sj negates the jth component of the state, and N is the number of bits.  Taking HG and HSk to
be the Hermetian infinitesimal generators of the unitary operators G and Sk, then >
− 0|)2()( 2/ We NkSG OHHi
has the same effect as the original plus a physically irrelevant phase change.    It is unclear to us how to
implement the infinitesimal generator of the product (GSk), although it would work just as well in FGGS’s
algorithm.  HG and HSk separately are easy, however: .HG is a known rotation in Hilbert space and .HSk is a
phase change piαie of a single component of the state vector.  Both can be implemented in polynomial time
in N.
Hp = (HG - HSk) has three eigenvalues, pi and +/- gamma.  The eigenspace with eigenvalue pi is (2N – 2)-
degenerate, and there are two eigenvectors for +/- gamma; this is not surprising, since the action of the
operator is a rotation in a plane in Hilbert space [3].  Each of these two eigenvectors lies mostly along the
axis |k>: a measurement in the original basis will give k, the desired answer, with probability 1/2, and a
random value otherwise.
We choose our beginning Hermetian Hb such that it has one ground state, W |0>, and a (2N – 1)-degenerate
state with eigenvalue 1.  We choose a ground state for Hb conjugate to our basis state for the same reason
explained in [1], to avoid level crossings.
Our complete, time-dependent Hermetian is now H(t) = (1-t/T) Hb + (t/T) (HG - HSk).  A glance at the
eigenvalues for H(t) with increasing N show the distinct absence of an exponentially decreasing gap;
indeed, it appears that in the limit of large N, the gap size between the ground state and the next highest
state decreases linearly in t.
Our alternate formulation for Grover’s algorithm also fits well in the version of FGGS’s algorithm for the
conventional computing paradigm: we have simply written Hp as the difference of two terms, so there
simply will be one more term in the Trotter formula, equation (5.7) in [1].
We believe this combination of the FGGS and Grover algorithms will allow one to solve NP-complete
problems in polynomial time.
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